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Core Mechanics for Battlestar 
Galactica Colonial Marine Corps 

 

Points System.  

 Players will receive Experience Points for various actions within the game, such as 

destroying robot Cylons for example. Points awarded will be based on the challenge 

set to the player. Puzzles for example will yield greater EP than destroying enemies. 

Players will also gain EP for completing 

mission objectives. 

Players will also gain extra EP for completing 

bonus level objectives, these will be varied 

according to the mission. For example the 

player may have to destroy a certain number 

of environmental objects. These side 

missions will be level specific and tie in with 

the main objectives. 

There are 2 enemy types within the game, 

the robot cylons and the human cylons 

(reffered to as skin jobs). 

Destroying enemies will yield EP based on their size and difficulty to overcome. 

Being that the game will feature squad co-ordination (discussed later) there will also 

be EP bonuses for tasking your squad to take down an enemy. 

 

Camera System.  

The majority of the game will be played in a side on 2D view with the player being 

able to see the current room they are in. The camera will move left and right as the 

player does within each room. As the player moves from area to area the view 

switches to the current room. The player will see this on the top screen of the DS 

while the bottom screen will be being used for commands. 

When the player is solving one of the games puzzles, the view will be top down 

again displayed on the top screen of the DS. 

During the flight simulation parts of the game, the view will be a first person in 

cockpit view. The top screen will display the pilots view and the bottom screen will 

display instruments and weapons. 
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Control System. 

The game will utilize all the available controls on the DS console.  

The player movement will be controlled with the 

D-pad and the A and B buttons will be used to 

jump and shoot. The left shoulder button will 

focus on the nearest enemy and the right 

shoulder button will switch targets. 

The Touchscreen will be utilized for squad and 

weapon management. The player will have 

options available to them so that they may 

change their weapon or ammunition, and also 

order their different squad members to attack or perform other actions. 

 

Combat/ Weapons system.  

The player will be assuming the role of the C.A.P (Captain 

of the Airguard), who is a highly trained pilot/soldier. As 

such they will have been 

trained in many forms of 

combat. The player will have 

access to an arsenal of 

weapons, some of which will be recreated from the show 

itself (pictured below). These include blasters and EMP 

Grenades. The player will start out with the basic 

weapons and be able to upgrade these and purchase 

more as they progress through the levels. 

Different squad members will also specialise 

in different weaponry and the design of the 

missions will ensure the player must use a 

mixture of each discipline to progress. For 

example, a mission may contain a barrier that 

must be destroyed by a certain squad member 

who specialises in demolition. 

  

 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=ds+console&hl=en&tbo=d&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4ADSA_enGB373&biw=1440&bih=763&tbm=isch&tbnid=nqnQ0R9SxkCWaM:&imgrefurl=http://www.gadgetheaven.co.uk/nintendo-dsi-console-review/&docid=-kx1IX0vzRw-XM&imgurl=http://www.gadgetheaven.co.uk/images/nintendo/nintendo-dsi-console-1.jpg&w=448&h=370&ei=A4vLUK7pLoWA0AXc4ICgDw&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=2&vpy=109&dur=602&hovh=204&hovw=247&tx=125&ty=152&sig=114888984733272060290&page=2&tbnh=140&tbnw=176&start=34&ndsp=40&ved=1t:429,r:58,s:0,i:280
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Squad Leading.  

Within each mission the player is given the option to use 

their squad members. These range in abilities and items 

and the player is tasked at the beginning of each 

mission to select a varying number of squad members 

to be used within the mission. The player must choose 

wisely as some missions may require specific squad 

members to complete. 

Squadies will have many different abilities, strengths 

and personalities. As such each one will be an 

individual character. Abilities will include, but are not 

limited to: Medic, Demolitions Specialist, Small Arms 

Specialist, Engineer, and Heavy weapons Specialist.  

 

Puzzles.  

Battlestar Galactica C.M.C will use puzzles at various points of the game including 

locked doors, shutting down machinery, repairing various items etc. Puzzles will be 

based on the task they are set for. For example, the player may have to fix a 

component on board one of the Galacticas attack vessels, a viper. The player would 

have to use the stylus to reconnect various wires and then attach new components. 

 

Vehicle Simulation.  

The main characters are pilots and 

therefore certain missions in 

B.G:C.M.C will take place within the 

cockpit of a Viper or Raptor ship.  

These missions will involve taking 

down enemy vessels.  

One mission in particular would see the 

player work as a team with other NPC pilots 

to take down a Cylon Resurrection ship.  
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Collectibles.  

Collectibles will be placed at various points within the game to encourage the player 

to move around the Galactica and thoroughly explore each level. Some collectibles 

will be items for the player to use such as life and ammo, and some will provide facts 

about the Battlestar Universe.  

Tokens will look like the Battlestar Galactica badge. Facts will be from the show and 

quotes from cast and crew. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?q=galactica&start=134&hl=en&tbo=d&qscrl=1&rlz=1T4ADSA_enGB373&biw=1440&bih=763&tbm=isch&tbnid=EIGEvgky_nFifM:&imgrefurl=http://galactica.wikia.com/wiki/Galactica&docid=0uOuPOkbDhia3M&imgurl=http://images2.wikia.nocookie.net/__cb20070306105316/galactica/images/0/0a/300px_Logo_B_GALACTICA_BSG75_T.png&w=300&h=300&ei=M4rLULaiG4Kq0AXOw4CABw&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=1172&vpy=324&dur=2885&hovh=225&hovw=225&tx=149&ty=78&sig=114888984733272060290&page=5&tbnh=144&tbnw=144&ndsp=35&ved=1t:429,r:61,s:100,i:187

